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SCOPE OF WORK
HSE Group, Holding of Slovenian Electrical Power Plants, is the operator of hydro power plants on three river
chains, three major thermal power plants and one nuclear power plant, all located in Slovenia. One of HSE
Group’s daughter companies is DEM, Slovenian Hydro Power Plants on the Drava river. HSE Group and DEM
decided in 2005 to implement together a new DU CC with the functionalities fulfilling the needs of both
companies. The investment was estimated for HSE Group to the value of 2 million euros and for DEM to the
value of 1,3 million euros.
The new DU CC was successfully put in operation in March 2007, it consists of the Group CC and of the River
CC. The Group CC is responsible for managing the balance of the whole HSE group, planning of generation,
realisation of operation, equalisation of deviations from the planed production levels and analysis of the
whole generation of the balance group HSE, while at the same time maintaining focus on assuring reliable
and optimal operation. The River CC is taking care for the optimum exploitation of water potentials of the
river Drava.
The Group and River CCs thus have different functionality, however they reside on the same IT and
communication resources, while the data sets and views are strictly divided as per the needs of each utility.
Furthermore, Group and River CCs are synchronised with each other and with the Austrian and Croatian CCs
on the river Drava.

Complete implementation of the new DU CC was entrusted to a consortium of companies KORONA and
Iskra Sistemi. New DU CC is built on a proven ABB Network Manager platform that includes
communication, SCADA system, WEB SCADA, AGC (Automatic Generation Control), ProdPlan application
(Production Planning) and UDW (Utility data Warehouse). Additionally KORONA provided EVA Messaging
System and Excel spreadsheet reporting tools. Several interfaces with third parties (e.g. metering system,
HSE disturbances and events analyzing system) were also within the KORONA scope of supply.
KORONA’s EVA Messaging System enables secure communication between dispatchers, planners and traders
and completely fits in any control centre infrastructure.
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